Abstract
The Golden Reference for timing
Static Timing Analysis has become the method of choice for timing sign off before tape out. Because of its superior analysis speed especially on chip-level and the completeness that no pattern set can provide it has pushed back simulation with timing to a state where it is only little more than an option on the flow chart in a modern design flow. Only very few customers for ASIC chips today require a chip level simulation with timing for acceptance of the silicon. As for timing simulation the basis for Static Timing Analysis is delay calculation. The goal of delay calculation is to predict the timing that the silicon reality of all devices on the chip will show. But there is a pitfall: Due to process variations, temperature dependencies and the influence of voltage variations there is not one single silicon that can serve as a reference. When developing a new silicon technology a lot of time, money, and effort is spent on collecting statistical information on the variation of timing and other characteristics like power and reliability with process parameters, voltage, and temperature (PVT). From these statistical models the socalled transistor models in Spice format are generated. These are one of the fundamental bricks a silicon library is built of. They describe the characteristics of a transistor based on parameters like its length, width, and many more.
It is because of these variations with PVT that the only predictable reference for the timing of a chip are the Spice models. It may sound bizarre, but it is the Spice models and not the finished silicon that is the golden reference for the design of an ASIC. Once a technology has been defined and validated it is the job of the fab or foundry to produce silicon that matches this reference and guarantee that the finished product will meet the specification.
In a standard cell library a timing model for each cell is generated. To generate these timing models all active and passive components like transistors, capacitances and resistances are extracted from the cell's geometry data. These extracted netlists are usually different from the ideal netists that were used to design the standard cells. In addition to the active elements that provide the functionality they contain all the parasitic elements resulting for example from the cell's internal wiring that have a strong influence on the performance and drive characteristic of the cell. In a step called the timing characterization the extracted netlist is simulated in a number of environments like different input slopes and output loads for combinational gates. The timing numbers and drive characteristics gathered in these simulation runs is stored in tables or in polynomial models that form the timing library. When doing delay calculation for each cell the delay and transition time at the output is taken from the timing library. For all interconnects between the cells the delay
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Tobias Thiel Motorola GmbH, Semiconductor Products Sector, Munich, Germany, tobias.thiel@motorola.com and edge degradation is calculated from the parasitic capacitances and resistances of the wires. It is quite obvious that on the way from the golden reference, the extracted Spice netlist, to the calculated delays used for STA a number of approximations are taken that result in inaccurate results. During timing characterization only a limited number of reference simulations can be done to acquire the delay model in the timing library. For all operation conditions of the cells that don't exactly match the conditions of the reference simulation the table entries of the library need to be interpolated. Also, the algorithms for calculating the interconnect delay, the signal edge degradation, and the effective load on a driver do approximations and are proprietary to the tool vendor. Therefore, the actual accuracy of the calculated delays is difficult to estimate. With the introduction of PrimeTime SI not only features for the analysis of crosstalk effects were added to the PrimeTime tool. Also the command write_spice_deck was added that allows you to write out a netlist for a Spice simulation of selected timing paths. The Spice netlist that is written out by this command is composed of the capacitances and resistances of interconnect wires and the spice netlists of all gates connected to this timing path. While of course a Spice simulation of a complete chip is in most cases not feasible, simulating just a fragment of the whole design takes only a few seconds or minutes. And since the netlist simulated here is the extracted netlist with all parasitic elements in the cell and the interconnect, such a Spice simulation can be used as the golden reference to measure your STA results against. The goal of such a Spice simulation can of course never be to fully verify a chip's timing. But it can be a useful tool to validate that the timing library, the calculated delays, and the STA setup result in correct timing numbers and it can give the designer a feeling how accurate these results are compared to the golden reference.
What do I need for timing validation?
The command in PrimeTime that is used to generate a netlist from a timing path for Spice simulation is write_spice_deck. This command was added in the 2001.08 release of PrimeTime and is part of the Signal Integrity extension of the tool. Therefore this feature requires a PrimeTime SI license and can not be used with the standard tool license. Table 1 shows the most important arguments of the write_spice_deck command.
Probably the most important input for the Spice deck generation is a Timing Path object. This object contains all the information on the path through the circuit for which the Spice deck shall be written out. This Timing Path object can be generated using the PrimeTime command get_timing_paths that is very similar to the report_timing command.
The basic components for any Spice simulation are the Spice models. These Spice models are stored in one or more Spice library files and contain the information on the basic components of your technology, like CMOS transistors, diodes, resistors, etc. These Spice models are only needed for the Spice simulation, not for the generation of the Spice deck in PrimeTime. However, The write_spice_deck command generates a complete deck for the Spice simulator that contains everything to start simulating, not only the netlist. Therefore, it is possible to specify a Spice header file when generating the deck. This header file contains a list of model libraries that need to be read in by the simulator. An example for such a header file is shown in Table 2 .
The .lib statement instructs the Spice simulator to read from a technology file the named library. As you can see there are not only libraries for elements like transistors and diodes but also libraries that define parameters for the process. What libraries are actually available and needed is specific to each technology. Often header files for the different process conditions are delivered with the library. If this should not be the case, once you have located the Spice library file you can search for the ".lib" statements inside this file and find out which libraries are available. Based on this it is easy to set up the header file. The final ingredient for the Spice deck extraction and the simulation are the extracted netlists for the standard cells. These netlists are the links between the standard cell based netlist that is used by PrimeTime and the basic elements that are used in Spice. Table 3 shows an example for such a netlist. The netlists for all standard cells need to be concatenated into a single file. Alternatively it is possible to generate a file referencing separate netlist files with the ".include" write_spice_deck \ -output <spice_file> \ -header <header_file> \ -sub_circuit_file <netlist_file> \ $timing_path Obtaining the complete and correct set of extracted netlists is sometimes the most challenging work when setting up the Spice simulation. In many library distributions only Spice netlists targeted for LVS analysis are available. These netlists usually don't contain the parasitic elements and therefore result in inaccurate timing. You should always check that the netlists contain extracted parasitic elements like the three capacitors in the netlist in Table 3 . If your design contains nonstandard cells like memories, obtaining the netlist for these blocks is usually even more challenging. Of course it is possible to extract a Spice netlist of a memory block from the layout, but the large number of elements probably will significantly impair your simulation time.
In such a case you should consider to extract only a part of the memory like the access logic or maybe you can live with a dummy model.
The Spice deck generated by PrimeTime
Although the write_spice_deck command of PrimeTime usually generates a complete Spice file that can be directly simulated, there are some basic points you should know about the Spice deck to be able to debug or enhance the results. In the appendix you can find an example for a Spice deck generated by PrimeTime. At the beginning of the spice deck you will find the header that reads the model libraries, a definition of the supply voltages and the operating temperature, and an include statement to read the Spice netlist containing the standard cells.
After that header section follows the timing path section. This part of the Spice deck contains the instantiations of the standard cells and the models for the wires between the cells. Of course the verification of the timing paths is most useful on a layouted design with an extracted netlist where detailed information on the interconnect is available. However, it is also possible to do a Spice simulation when PrimeTime works on Wire Load Models. In this case PrimeTime will place a capacitance with the value from the statistical Wire Load Model at the driver pin and connect the driver to the receiver using two voltage sources as shown in Picture 1. With this approach all timing points of the path, the driver pin, the net, and the receiver pin, are available in the Spice simulation.
If your timing path contains nets with more than one receiver you will find that the generated spice deck not only instanciates the cells that are part of the timing path but all cells that are connected to the drivers of the path. This is important to know, because although these cells are only used to accurately model the load on the nets, also their elements are simulated. So if you want to do a Spice simulation on a netlist before clock tree insertion you might end up simulating hundreds or even thousands of flipflops all connected to the same clock signal.
After the netlist of the timing path follows the dynamic voltage sources for the inputs that trigger the transition on the path. If the path doesn't contain any sequential elements only the start point is driven by a dynamic source. In the example in the appendix you can see that there are two dynamic voltage sources. One source is for the clock signal that is the starting point of the timing path. The second dynamic source stimulates the data input of the flipflop in the path so that it is first initialized to Probably the best way to add these measurements is to insert them into the Spice deck based on the timing path the deck was generated from. This can be done in PrimeTime using a TCL script.
The first step -validate your models and library
When running a Spice simulation with a library for the first time it is helpful to take a step-by-step approach. At first you should always verify that the Spice model library and the extracted netlists you have for your standard cells give you the same timing behavior as the timing library that is read by PrimeTime. Although this sounds trivial there are severe differences that can occur here. One example is the correct scale of the transistor sizes. It is possible to define the unit for the dimensions of your transistors in the Spice setup. So if the width of a transistor in the netlist is given with "w=1.0" this could result in a transistor with a width of 1µm or 1m, depending on your scale setting. Using the TCL scripting interface of PrimeTime comparing the timing in the library against the Spice simulation can be easily automated. The script verify_cell_timing that you can find in the appendix can be used to create a small Verilog netlist instantiating a single cell to be tested. It reads in this Verilog netlist and applies one set of boundary conditions. For this test setup all possible timing paths are selected and Spice decks are generated. These Spice decks are than simulated, the simulation results are parsed and compared to the timing calculated in PrimeTime. Using this script a single cell can be verified using the command verify_cell_timing { BUFX2 } The script generates an output like in Table 4 .
Simulating just a single cell in Spice takes only a few seconds. So using this script it is possible to compare all timing arcs of all cells in a library to the Spice simulation. This can be started running the commands listed in Table  5 .
Such a comparison of a whole library can easily be run over night. In such a comparison it is normal to have a difference of a few per cent on each timing arc. Since the Spice simulation is run only for one set of boundary conditions, depending on how well these match the conditions for which the cells were characterized, the difference will vary.
It can happen that for complex gates such as a multiplexer the timing model in the library is incomplete or is not modeled correctly. Using this approach of verifying all timing arcs to Spice such modeling errors stick out by showing differences of more than 10%.
Generating a reference timing report
When verifying the timing of a path through a single cell there are only two timing points on the path -the start point and the end point. Anything inside the cell is not visible to PrimeTime. This approach of just analyzing the delay from start to end point can of course also be used on more complex timing paths through more levels of logic. If the Spice simulation results in the same delay from start point to end point this information is sufficient. But if there should be a difference you will need more details for analyzing the source of the problem. The advantage of generating and triggering the Spice simulation from the PrimeTime shell is that you know which timing points can be found on the timing path. Also the names of the timing points in the Spice deck and the timing path object are identical. So it is easy to add additional measure statements to the Spice deck to access any timing number you need. I found it most useful to generate a report that resembles the output of the report_timing command in PimeTime. This timing report shows the incremental delay for each cell and each interconnect between the cells on the timing path. In addition to that the total delay from the start point to each point on the path is reported. Table 6 shows an example for the measure section to acquire the information for such a detailed report. When generating the measure statements you need to be careful which voltage threshold to select. Depending on the setting in your library the thresholds for delays could be 50% of the supply voltage, or for example 20% for a rising edge and 80% for a falling edge. If the thresholds for the measurements are set differently than in your library you will find that the total path delay will be close to what you expect, but the delta delays for the cells and nets will sometimes be significantly smaller or larger. Another challenge when generating the measure thresholds can be if your design contains several voltage domains. For example if you have pad cells at the start or end point of your timing path you need to find the correct voltage level for each point on the path to trigger your measurement correctly. The parser for the Spice result file now needs to be enhanced to read the simulation results back into PrimeTime. The TCL capabilities of PrimeTime can also be used to format the data from the simulation and compare it to the timing that was calculated by PrimeTime. Table 7 shows an example for such a report. It contains the delta and total delay for each stage of the timing path. From such a report you can easily locate the source of differences in the timing. Of course there are endless possibilities for additional analysis, for example the transition times at all timing points of the path could be measured in the simulation and be compared to the calculated transition times. Such a report can only show if there are differences in the delays and if there are, which cells or interconnects contribute to the difference. A possible reason for a mismatch could be that the signal slope at some timing point exceeds the range for which the library cell was characterized. This can happen on nets with high loads, but also on nets with small load that have a strong driver. In these cases the slope is smaller than the smallest or Another example for an error that was found using the comparison to Spice was when a pad library was used that operated at 3.0 volt while the core cells operated at 1.5 volts. Since the pad library contained scalers to adjust for different pad voltages, the pad timing was accidentally calculated not for the 3.0 volt operating condition but for 1.5 volt. All I/O paths were calculated with about 2ns pessimistic timing.
To the digital designer
Many digital design engineers shy the difficult setup of a Spice simulation and the high runtime on the designs that they usually work on. Therefore, very few consider doing reference simulations with Spice. However, using the interface to Spice that PrimeTime provides allows you to create the whole setup for simulating only that fraction of the circuit you are interested in with very little effort. The TCL script that is provided in the Appendix is not intended to be a complete solution for all types of Spice simulators and analysis details you may need. But I hope it will serve as a starting point for setting up and automating your verification process. To conclude, I can only encourage you to spend the effort and validate your STA results with a Spice simulation. Once you have set up the simulation, it is easy to impress your colleges and your boss with some plots from the analog world to prove that your Static Timing Analysis matches the golden references and that you have really met timing.
